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The Atlas of North American English provides the first overall view of the pronunciation and vowel systems of the dialects
of the U.S. and Canada. The Atlas re-defines the regional dialects of American English on the basis of sound changes
active in the 1990s and draws new boundaries reflecting those changes. It is based on a telephone survey of 762 local
speakers, representing all the urbanized areas of North America. It has been developed by Bill Labov, one of the leading
sociolinguists of the world, together with his colleagues Sharon Ash and Charles Boberg. The Atlas consists of a printed
volume accompanied by an interactive CD-ROM. The print and multimedia content is also available online. Combined
Edition: Book and Multimedia CD-ROM The book contains 23 chapters that re-define the geographic boundaries of North
American dialects and trace the influence of gender, age, education, and city size on the progress of sound change;
findings that show a dramatic and increasing divergence of English in North America; 139 four color maps that illustrate
the regional distribution of phonological and phonetic variables across the North American continent; 120 four color vowel
charts of individual speakers. The multimedia CD-ROM supplements the articles and maps by providing a data base with
measurements of more than 100,000 vowels and mean values for 439 speakers; the Plotnik program for mapping each
of the individual vowel systems; extended sound samples of all North American dialects; multimedia applications to
enhance classroom presentations. Online Version: Book and CD-ROM content plus additional data The online version
comprises the contents of the book and the multimedia CD-ROM along with additional data. It presents a wider selection
of data, maps, and audio samples that will be recurrently updated; proffers simultaneous access to the information
contained in the book and on the multimedia CD-ROM to all users in the university/library network; provides students with
easy access to research material for classroom assignments. For more information, please contact Mouton de Gruyter:
customerservice@degruyter.com System Requirements for CD-ROM and Online Version Windows PC: Pentium PC,
Windows 9x, NT, or XP, at least 16MB RAM, CD-ROM Drive, 16 Bit Soundcard, SVGA (600 x 800 resolution) Apple
MAC: OS 6 or higher, 16 Bit Soundcard, at least 16MB RAM Supported Browsers: Internet Explorer, 5.5 or 6 (Mac OS:
Internet Explorer 5.1)/Netscape 7.x or higher/Mozilla 1.0 or higher/Mozilla Firefox 1.0 or higher PlugIns: Macromedia
Flash Player 6/Acrobat Reader
While the fiction of novelist-philosopher Ayn Rand is extremely popular and enduring, little has been written on it so far.
This book consists of essays, most of which are new, by top Rand scholars on Atlas Shrugged, her magnum opus. The
essays deal with historical, literary, and philosophical topics, surpassing related writings in breadth and depth of analysis.
The historical essays cover the writing of Atlas Shrugged, its publication history, and its reception. The literary essays
cover analysis of the novel's plot, theme, and characterization; comparisons with other works, such as the novels of
Hugo, Dostoyevsky, and Joyce; and the proper approach to adapting Atlas Shrugged to film. The philosophical essays
cover a vast range of topics, including the place of Galt's speech in the novel, the role of the mind in human life, and the
evil of non-objective law. Some of the essays make use of previously unpublished material from the Ayn Rand Archives.
You already have the most comprehensive and authoritative radiography text available -- now make sure you're getting
the most out of it! The Workbook for Merrill's Atlas of Radiographic Positioning and Procedures, 12th Edition, provides
plenty of practice and review of concepts presented in the atlas, helping you learn faster and retain essential information.
Authors Eugene Frank, Bruce Long, Barbara Smith, and Jeannean Hall Rollins concentrate on the essential terminology,
anatomy, and positioning information needed to ensure that you'll be ready to take the ARRT exam and be thoroughly
prepared for the clinical environment. Retains the features that have made this workbook so popular with Merrill's users:
anatomy labeling exercises, short-answer and multiple-choice questions, matching exercises, true-false, fill-in-the-blanks,
identifying structures on radiographs, identifying proper patient positioning, and self-tests. Provides a thorough review of
osteology, anatomy, physiology, and radiographic procedures -- all in close correlation with Merrill's Atlas for optimum
learning support. Offers a wide variety of exercises and other opportunities to interact with the content. Ensures that you
can recognize anatomical structures on actual radiographs with an abundance of labeling exercises. Helps you
understand which projections will best demonstrate various pathologies. Contains a comprehensive self-test at the end of
every chapter, so you can accurately gauge your understanding of the material and measure your own progress.
Features exercises that support new digital positioning content in the Atlas. Prepares you for evaluating radiographs in
clinical situations with new exercises on identifying errors on radiographs.
With a focus on anatomy and sonoantomy, this beautifully illustrated updated edition captures the latest advances in the
rapidly growing field of ultrasound-guided pain medicine and MSK procedures. This atlas is divided into seven sections
that provide an overview and focus on interventional approaches and advancements. Authored by international experts,
each clinical chapter features a maximal number of instructive illustrations and sonograms and provides a description of
sonoanatomy, instructions on performing the procedure and how to confirm appropriate needle placement. This book will
help encourage and stimulate physicians to master approaches in interventional MSK and pain management.
Noted pain authority Dr. Steven Waldman returns with a new edition of Atlas of Common Pain Syndromes. Delivering
complete, concise, step-by-step visual guidance, this innovative, popular atlas equips you to effectively diagnose and
manage pain syndromes commonly encountered in any clinical practice. Clearly labeled, vivid illustrations depict the
physical symptoms and anatomy of each pain site, and diagnostic images demonstrate key findings from MRI, CT, and
conventional radiography. With an easy-to use, templated format, you’ll have Dr. Waldman’s preferred approaches right
at your fingertips. Accurately diagnose and treat common pain syndromes by following a step-by-step approach that
progresses from signs and symptoms through physical findings, laboratory and radiographic testing, treatment options,
clinical pearls, and diagnostic codes. Practice with confidence by consulting with Steven D. Waldman, MD - author of
numerous groundbreaking pain management references - as well as a team of leading international authorities. Quickly
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and easily find the information you need thanks to highly templated chapters that explore signs and symptoms, physical
findings, laboratory and radiographic testing, treatment options, clinical pearls, and diagnostic codes for each pain
syndrome. Ensure proper reimbursement with comprehensive coverage of insurance coding information. Avoid potential
pitfalls in diagnosis and treatment by referring to "Side Effects and Complications" sections in each chapter. See, identify,
and diagnose patients’ issues with help from clinically relevant illustrations that connect pain syndromes to clearly
labeled anatomic illustrations. Effectively apply the latest techniques and approaches with 29 new chapters covering
subarachnoid hemorrhage, adhesive capsulitis, iliopectineal bursitis, discitis, and more!
Linking existing knowledge to new knowledge by presenting it in the form of a case or a problem is a popular and
effective educational approach resulting in better retention of the knowledge and improved ability to apply that knowledge
to solve real problems. This problem-based learning (PBL) method was introduced into medical education at McMaster
University in Ontario, Canada, in 1969. Since then it has been widely incorporated into secondary, undergraduate, and
graduate education in a variety of disciplines worldwide. This new volume for the Anesthesiology Problem-Based
Learning series reviews pediatric anesthesia utilizing the PBL approach. Each chapter deals with conditions and
problems in pediatric anesthesia practice presented as a case stem with questions to encourage critical thinking, followed
by an evidence-based discussion and multiple-choice questions for self-assessment. Cases were carefully selected to
present a broad systems-based tour of commonly encountered clinical cases in pediatric anesthesia. The book can be
used to review an upcoming clinical case or as a PBL tool. The 'Stem Case and Key Questions' and 'Discussion' sections
can serve as the basis for interactive learning experiences for study groups or as a broad yet in-depth clinical review of
the subspecialty for the individual learner. Self-assessment questions can be used as a measure of knowledge
acquisition or simply as a question bank to prepare for examinations.
The eleventh edition of Principles of Anatomy and Physiology marks a new milestone in the publication of the phenomenally
successful Principles of Anatomy and Physiology. Bryan Derrickson of Valencia Community College in Orlando, Florida joins Jerry
Tortora as a co-author, bringing his background and expertise in physiology in balance with Jerry's focus on anatomy. The authors
have maintained in the text the superb balance between structure and function and continue to emphasize the correlations
between normal physiology and pathophysiology, normal anatomy and pathology, and homeostasis and homeostatic imbalances.
The acclaimed illustration program is now even better thanks to the input of hundreds of professors and students and the redevelopment of many of the figures depicting the toughest topics for students to grasp. The eleventh edition now fully integrates
this exceptional text with a host of innovative electronic media, setting the standard once again for a rewarding and successful
classroom experience for both students and instructors.
A bestselling author has gathered nearly 4,000 medical images for this one-of-a-kind approach to diagnosis. For each condition
examined, the text presents several images from multiple perspectives that together provide a clear picture for obtaining an
accurate identification.
This book presents X-ray and CT findings of patients with 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) pneumonia in early, progressive,
critical, and recover stage. It starts with a general review of CT features of new coronavirus pneumonia. In the following chapters,
imaging manifestations in different groups and stages are presented, especially CT findings of asymptomatic COVID-19 patients
and those first nucleic tests for the novel coronavirus are negative, but turn positive in one day or two. In addition, imaging and
pathological analysis of COVID-19 death are summarized in the last chapter. The book provides a valuable reference source for
radiologists and doctors working in the area of coronavirus pneumonia.
Now in striking full color, this Seventh Edition of Koneman's gold standard text presents all the principles and practices readers
need for a solid grounding in all aspects of clinical microbiology--bacteriology, mycology, parasitology, and virology.
Comprehensive, easy-to-understand, and filled with high quality images, the book covers cell and structure identification in more
depth than any other book available. This fully updated Seventh Edition is enhanced by new pedagogy, new clinical scenarios,
new photos and illustrations, and all-new instructor and student resources.
The classic step-by-step atlas of general surgery procedures – now in color and updated with the latest laparoscopic operations A
Doody's Core Title for 2011! 1615 color-highlighted illustrations "...a beautifully illustrated atlas of modern surgical
procedures....While in other atlases line drawings may simplify and operative photographs may add realism, the illustrations in this
atlas allow the surgeon to visualize both the anatomy and the operation. Beyond this, the softly colored illustrations are
aesthetically pleasing and invite reading of the accompanying narrative....In sum, while the ninth edition of Zollinger's Atlas of
Surgical Operations differs from the early editions in many ways, it nonetheless evokes the enduring qualities of its predecessors
and will guide yet another generation of surgeons."--JAMA For more than half-a-century, Zollinger’s Atlas of Surgical Operations
has been the gold-standard reference for learning how to perform the most common surgical procedures using safe, wellestablished techniques. The ninth edition continues this tradition of excellence with the addition of color illustrations and coverage
of more than 230 procedures, including many of the most important laparoscopic operations. Following the proven effective design
of previous editions, each procedure is fully explained on two pages. The right page contains beautifully rendered line drawings
with color highlights that depict every important action a surgeon must consider while performing the operation. The facing page
includes consistently formatted coverage of indications, preoperative preparation, anesthesia, position, operative preparation,
incision and exposure, procedure, closure, and postoperative care. Features Coverage of gastrointestinal, hepatobiliary,
pancreatic, vascular, gynecologic, and additional procedures, including hernia repair, vascular access, breast procedures, sentinel
lymph node biopsy, thyroidectomy, and many more New: coverage of the latest laparoscopic procedures, including right and left
colectomy, distal pancreatectomy with splenic preservation, right and left adrenalectomy, bariatric roux-en-Y gastric bypass and
adjustable gastric banding, and more Time-tested, updated, and enhanced by color, Zollinger’s remains the ultimate teaching
atlas of surgery.
Completely updated for its Fourth Edition, this atlas provides detailed, step-by-step instructions on procedures performed in the
neonatal intensive care nursery. In an easy-to-follow outline format, with more than 450 drawings and clinical photographs, the
book presents clear, current information on indications, preparation, technique, precautions, and how to avoid potential
complications. More than 150 of this edition's illustrations are in full color. New chapters cover transcutaneous bilirubin testing,
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auditory screening, relocation of a dislocated nasal septum, management of natal and neonatal teeth, and lingual frenotomy. An
accompanying DVD (by Alfonso Vargas, III, MD, Maj, ASAF) provides seven videos: umbilical line placement, paracentesis, PICC
placement, venous blood draw, endotracheal intubation, endotracheal intubation, part II, and sterile gown and glove. The DVD
also includes three animations: exchange transfusion, emergency evacuation of air leaks, and endotracheal intubation.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Long considered the definitive work in its field, this new edition presents all the principles and practices readers need for a solid grounding in
all aspects of clinical microbiology—bacteriology, mycology, parasitology, and virology. Tests are presented according to the Clinical and
Laboratory Standards Institute (formerly NCCLS) format. This extensively revised edition includes practical guidelines for cost-effective,
clinically relevant evaluation of clinical specimens including extent of workup and abbreviated identification schemes. New chapters cover the
increasingly important areas of immunologic and molecular diagnosis. Clinical correlations link microorganisms to specific disease states.
Over 600 color plates depict salient identification features of organisms.
Atlas of Glaucoma, Second Edition (Softcover Special Edition)CRC Press
Clinicians undergoing competency testing, certification, and periodic recertification are frequently faced with computer-based exams designed
to evaluate clinical acumen and judgment. Test questions often include an image or radiograph followed by a vignette of the clinical
encounter and a series of questions. Designed to better prepare practitioners for image-intense, computer-based examinations in their
respective fields, Atlas of Human Poisoning and Envenoming is a visual and written reminder of the ubiquitous sources of toxins and toxoids
in the environment and the outcomes of accidental or intentional toxic exposures in humans. The Second Edition has been restructured with
bulleted text, tables, and figures resembling the vignettes that accompany national examinations. Combining the four specialties of
toxicology—analytical, medical, environmental, and industrial—into one comprehensive atlas, the book presents photographs and diagrams of
toxic plants and animals, their mechanisms of poisoning or envenoming, and the human responses caused by toxic exposure. Highlights of
the new edition include: Prescription and illicit drug abuse epidemics Environmental and occupational nephrotoxicology and neurotoxicology
Tick paralysis Petrochemical toxicants Biological, chemical, and radiological warfare agents Workplace substance abuse screening and
monitoring Epidemiological design and statistical analysis of toxicological investigations The book is conveniently divided into four sections
covering general medical toxicology, environmental toxicology, industrial and occupational toxicology, and epidemiology and statistics for
toxicology. Supplemented with a 16-page color insert, the second edition includes new images and tables. The atlas will be a useful study
guide for a range of practitioners preparing for a lifetime of image-intense national examinations.
With the most extensive, comprehensive collection of anatomy multiple-choice questions in strict, current USMLE format, Gray’s Anatomy
Review, 3rd Edition, is an easy-to-use study tool that helps you relate anatomy to clinical practice and pass your exams. Whether used as a
companion to Gray’s Anatomy for Students or as a stand-alone resource, this medical textbook is your indispensable review book for both incourse examinations and the USMLE Step 1. Includes more than 1,400 high-yield questions, mirroring the USMLE Step 1 and complete with
answers and rationales, that challenge your grasp of anatomical knowledge and the anatomical basis of disease. Features a new
neuroanatomy chapter containing approximately 100 all-new questions that cover key concepts and relate them to clinical practice. Groups
questions more logically within chapters for more effective study, first within topic areas and then from easy to more difficult. Provides
specific, updated page references to current editions of Gray’s Anatomy for Students, plus key answers and explanations to Gray's Basic
Anatomy and Gray's Atlas of Anatomy for additional review. Helps you visualize key concepts with updated radiographic and ultrasound
images and extensive use of photographs.
With more than 400 projections, Merrill's Atlas of Radiographic Positioning & Procedures, 14th Edition makes it easier to for you to learn
anatomy, properly position the patient, set exposures, and take high-quality radiographs. This definitive text has been reorganized to align
with the ASRT curriculum — helping you develop the skills to produce clear radiographic images. It separates anatomy and positioning
information by bone groups or organ systems — using full-color illustrations to show anatomical anatomy, and CT scans and MRI images to
help in learning cross-section anatomy. Merrill's Atlas is not just the gold standard in radiographic positioning texts, and the most widely used,
but also an excellent review in preparing for ARRT and certification exams! Comprehensive, full-color coverage of anatomy and positioning
makes Merrill's Atlas the most in-depth text and reference available for radiography students and practitioners. Frequently performed
essential projections identified with a special icon to help you focus on what you need to know as an entry-level radiographer. Summary of
Pathology table now includes common male reproductive system pathologies. Coverage of common and unique positioning procedures
includes special chapters on trauma, surgical radiography, geriatrics/pediatrics, and bone densitometry, to help prepare you for the full scope
of situations you will encounter. Collimation sizes and other key information are provided for each relevant projection. Numerous CT and MRI
images enhance comprehension of cross-sectional anatomy and help in preparing for the Registry examination. UPDATED! Positioning
photos show current digital imaging equipment and technology. Summary tables provide quick access to projection overviews, guides to
anatomy, pathology tables for bone groups and body systems, and exposure technique charts Bulleted lists provide clear instructions on how
to correctly position the patient and body part when performing procedures. NEW! Updated content in text reflects continuing evolution of
digital image technology NEW! Updated positioning photos illustrate the current digital imaging equipment and technology (lower limb,
scoliosis, pain management, swallowing dysfunction). NEW! Added digital radiographs provide greater contrast resolution for improved
visualization of pertinent anatomy. NEW! Revised positioning techniques reflect the latest ASRT standards.

Atlas of Vascular & Endovascular Surgical Techniques is a highly illustrated guide to vascular surgery from an author
team of US-based experts. The book is divided into six sections, containing surgical techniques for different parts of the
vascular system; cerebrovascular, thoracic aorta, abdominal aorta, visceral, peripheral vascular, and venous. The book is
enhanced by 721 full colour images and illustrations including intraoperative photographs. A DVD featuring detailed
procedures completes this atlas, making it an indispensable resource for vascular and general surgeons in practice and
in training.
Environmental Systems Science: Theory and Practical Applications looks at pollution and environmental quality from a
systems perspective. Credible human and ecological risk estimation and prediction methods are described, including life
cycle assessment, feasibility studies, pollution control decision tools, and approaches to determine adverse outcome
pathways, fate and transport, sampling and analysis, and cost-effectiveness. The book brings translational science to
environmental quality, applying groundbreaking methodologies like informatics, data mining, and applications of
secondary data systems. Multiple human and ecological variables are introduced and integrated to support calculations
that aid environmental and public health decision making. The book bridges the perspectives of scientists, engineers, and
other professionals working in numerous environmental and public health fields addressing problems like toxic
substances, deforestation, climate change, and loss of biological diversity, recommending sustainable solutions to these
and other seemingly intractable environmental problems. The causal agents discussed include physical, chemical, and
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biological agents, such as per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), SARS-CoV-2 (the COVID-19 virus), and other
emerging contaminants. Provides an optimistic and interdisciplinary approach, underpinned by scientific first principles
and theory to evaluate pollutant sources and sinks, applying biochemodynamic methods, measurements and models
Deconstructs prior initiatives in environmental assessment and management using an interdisciplinary approach to
evaluate what has worked and why Lays out a holistic understanding of the real impact of human activities on the current
state of pollution, linking the physical sciences and engineering with socioeconomic, cultural perspectives, and
environmental justice Takes a life cycle view of human and ecological systems, from the molecular to the planetary scale,
integrating theories and tools from various disciplines to assess the current and projected states of environmental quality
Explains the elements of risk, reliability and resilience of built and natural systems, including discussions of toxicology,
sustainability, and human-pollutant interactions based on spatial, biological, and human activity information, i.e. the
exposome
Glaucoma affects 1% of the population over the age of 40. It is important that the practising clinician and surgeon
recognize both primary and secondary glaucoma and cases associated with other disorders. This lavishly illustrated text
is authoritative and presents the reader with the whole spectrum of the disease. The book is divided into three main
sections: The Basics of Glaucoma, Clinical Entities, and Treatment of Glaucoma.
The Photographic Regional Atlas of Bone Disease is intended to serve the needs of a diverse audience including
paleopathologists, physical anthropologists and other anthropologists, police, crime scene technicians, medical
examiners, radiologists, anatomists, and other medical specialists, regardless of training or experience. Although
originally written as a manual for physical anthropologists, it has become a reference for anyone examining skeletal
remains or dealing with bone disease, especially in dry-bone specimens. Over the years it has gained in popularity as
one of the few “required” manuals in most skeletal laboratories throughout the U.S. and, in fact, many countries. The
purpose of the book is to bridge the gap between clinical medicine, radiology and physical anthropology by providing
researchers with a single source and photographic atlas of what they might encounter in one bone or an entire skeletal
collection, regardless of antiquity or origin. Unlike most texts written by clinicians for clinicians, or those that focus on one
specialty, the Regional Atlas was compiled by biological anthropologists using a “dry bones” approach and simple yet
precise terminology, based on examination of nearly 10,000 skeletons. The authors’ expertise and diversity in anatomy,
radiology, pathology and human variation provide them with a unique perspective for distinguishing normal variation from
pathological conditions. The book was written as a basic stand-alone reference for bone disease and normal variation. It
contains black and white photographs and an extensive use of color plates depicting a variety of disease conditions and
stages of progression that one might expect to encounter in one or many skeletons. The purpose of this text is to provide
readers with sufficient information on bone disease and human variation for them to recognize, describe and interpret
them. Once they have identified a disease, normal variant or other condition, they can turn to the bibliography for
references and additional information. The Regional Atlas is intended to provide readers with enough information to do
their own skeletal analysis. It is this “dry bones” approach, combined with the vast experiences of the authors, vivid
photos and simple terminology, that sets the Regional Atlas apart from all others.
Articles include: Causes of the Difficult Airway, Management of the Difficult Airway in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery,
Emergency Cricothyrotomy, Operative Tracheostomy, Percutaneous Dialation Tracheostomy, Pediatric Tracheostomy,
and Alternative Techniques in Airway Management.
Are you struggling to get to grips with qualitative data analysis? Do you need help getting started using ATLAS.ti? Do you
find software manuals difficult to relate to? Written by a leading expert on ATLAS.ti, this book will guide you step-by-step
through using the software to support your research project. In this updated second edition, you will find clear, practical
advice on preparing your data, setting up a new project in ATLAS.ti, developing a coding system, asking questions,
finding answers and preparing your results. The new edition features: methodological as well as technical advice
numerous practical exercises and examples screenshots showing you each stage of analysis in version 7 of ATLAS.ti
increased coverage of transcription new sections on analysing video and multimedia data a companion website with
online tutorials and data sets. Susanne Friese teaches qualitative methods at the University of Hanover and at various
PhD schools, provides training and consultancy for ATLAS.ti at the intersection between developers and users.
This unique visual reference presents more than 750 brilliant, four-color images of bacterial isolates commonly encountered in
diagnostic microbiology and the methods used to identify them, including microscopic and phenotypic characteristics, colony
morphology, and biochemical properties. Chapters cover the most important bacterial pathogens and related organisms, including
updated taxonomy, epidemiology, pathogenicity, laboratory and antibiotic susceptibility testing, and molecular biology methodology
Tables summarize and compare key biochemical reactions and other significant characteristics New to this edition is a separate
chapter covering the latest developments in total laboratory automation The comprehensive chapter on stains, media, and
reagents is now augmented with histopathology images A new Fast Facts chapter presents tables that summarize and illustrate
the most significant details for some of the more commonly encountered organisms For the first time, this easy-to-use atlas is
available digitally for enhanced searching. Color Atlas of Medical Bacteriology remains the most valuable illustrative supplement
for lectures and laboratory presentations, as well as for laboratorians, clinicians, students, and anyone interested in diagnostic
medical bacteriology.
Pictures and names of parts of the body.
Investigates substantial increases in construction costs.
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